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AN EXAMPLE OF AN INFINITE LIE GROUP1
DOMINGOS PISANELLI
Abstract.
We study the complex l.c.s. X of germs of holomorphic mappings around the origin of C", with values in C, vanishing at the origin. We
show that X is isomorphic to M(n, C) x H2, where M(n,C) is the set of
complex matrices n X n and H2 is the vector topological subspace of X of
germs with vanishing jacobian matrix at the origin. We study the subset ii of
invertible germs of X. We show that Ü is open, connected and that
7tj(S2)= Z. We define in ß a topological and a Lie group structure. We
determine its infinitesimal transformation, the differential equation of its law
of composition and a fundamental bound of its right side.
This work is a part of a larger research on infinite Lie groups, which
started with a summary of results in [P(].
In a subsequent paper we shall study the covering group of Í2.

Notations.
|/| =

sup |/,|

when / G C".

l<i<n
n

\A\ = sup 2 K/l when A = (a-.) G M(n,C),
l</<n j=\

the set of complex matrices nXn. I the identity of M(n, C ).
(I) Let X be the vector space over C of germs of holomorphic mappings,
defined around the origin of C", with values in C", vanishing at the origin.
We define in X two inductive limit topologies of families of subspaces

indexed by j > 0:
X. = (x

G X\ \\x\\s = sup \J(x)(t)\<

^

klo

+00)

J

and

Ys = {x E X\ \x\ = sup \x(t)\ < +00 \
y

\t\<s

J
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where J(x)(t) is the matrix whose elements are (9x(/9/ )(i) (1 < i,j < n). We
have X = U0<SXS=

\x\

is obviously

U0<SYS.

a norm on Ys and \\x\\s on Xs, for ||x' + x2\\s < ||x' \\s

+ \\x \\s, \\ax\\s = \a\ \\x\\s, and

0 = 11*11,
=>idx¡/etj)it)= 0 V|/| < s,

1 < /,/ < n.

x(t) = constant = x(0) = 0 V|/| < s. Whenever x, x1, x2 G Ys,a E C.
Cauchy inequality gives
3X;,N

1

arW < 737 sup|x,(OI

where 1 < /,/ < n, and \t\ < s' < s. Then

(1)

llxll,,< n\x\s/(s - s') W < s.

The Lagrange inequality gives also
\x(t)\ < \t\ sup
ae|0,/|

= |/| sup

sup |x'(a)/i|
|A|<1

sup \J(x)(a)h\;

ae\0,l\ |A|<1

then

(2)

|*|, < illAH,.

(1) and (2) show that YS^<XS, W < s, XS^»YS Vs and lim inj Ys - lim inj A;,
i.e. the inductive limit topology of Xs and Yscoincide.
Ysis obviously a Banach space. Xs is also a Banach space. For let (x„)n>1 be

a Cauchy sequence in A^. (x„)n>, is also a Cauchy sequence in Ys.xn -* x
E Ysin Ysand /(xn)(/)

-+ 7(x)(/)

for each t such that |/| < s. But for e > 0

we have n0(e) such that
\J(x„)(t) - J(xm)(t)\

<e^n,m>

n0(£),

|;| < s,

and
\J(x)(t) - J(xm)(t)\

<e^m>

n0(e),

\t\ < s.

Then x G Xs and xm -> x in A,.
U0<J/^ is a Silva space [S2], for a ball of Ys centered at the origin is
relatively compact in Ys,(W < s) by Montel's theorem.
U0<-ÍAÍ is a Silva space for XS-*^»YS^>XS„when s" < s' < s.

(II) X is the direct algebraic sum of Hx = {At E X\A E M(n,C))
H2 = {x E AV(x)(0) = 0}.
Here At is the germ of the mapping t E C -> At E C".
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For the proof it is enough to apply the Taylor series of x.
X is the direct topological sum of Hx and H2: Xs 3 x -» J(x)(0)t

G Ys is

continuous Vs, for \J(x)(0)t\s < s\\x\\s; then X B x -> J(x)(0)t E Hx is
continuous, in the inductive limit topologies of Xs and Ysinduced on Hx.
Hx is a subspace of finite dimension n , so it is isomorphic to C"

~ M(n,C).
As a consequence
X = Hx® H2~ HXXH2~

M(n,C) X H2.

(Ill) Let ß be the set of elements x E X whose jacobian determinant at the
origin is different from zero.
ß is homeomorphic to Gl(n, C) X H2.
As a consequence ß is open and connected, for Gl(n, C) is open and
connected in C" . it, (£2), the first homotopy group of ß, is Z for Gl(n, C) is
homeomorphic to U(n) X R" , where U(n) is the set of unitary matrices [C, p.

16]and irx(U(n)) = Z [H, p. 93].
For x, y E ß, let x ° y E ß be the element defined byx« y(t) = x(y(t)).
Endowed with this operation ß is a group; the identity e is the germ of the
mapping e(t) = / and the inverse x~x of the element x E ß is the germ of the
inverse mapping of a representative of x.
Definition. Let Xxand Yxbe Les. Hausdorff and sequentially complete, let
ß, be open in Xx and let / be a mapping defined in ß, with values in Yx.By
definition / is LF-analytic when / ° g is analytic for any g analytic function of

a complex variable with values in ß,.

Remark 1. Let g be analytic in D C C with values in X = U0<iAJ.
(a) If we restrict g to a ball Dr(a0) C Dr(a0) C D, there
that g is analytic with values in Xs.
(b) g(a)(t) is analytic in Dr(a0) x(\t\ < s) and g(a,0) =
For there exists s > 0 such that g(Dr(a0)) is contained
g(Dr(a0)) is bounded in Xs [S2]. Then there exists M > 0

exists i > 0 such

0.
in Xs, moreover
such that \\g(a)\\s

< M (Va G Dr(a0)). Cauchy inequality,
\\gM(a0)/n\\\s < M/r"

(n > 0),

shows that

gW(«o)

g(a)==JoT~(a"ao)

,„

converges in Xs when |a - aQ\ < r. This proves (a), (b) is immediate.

Remark 2. Letg: Z)r(a0) x (|f | < s) — C be analytic andg(a,0)
a G Df(«0) -* g(«) g U0<JAÍ (g(a)(í)

= g(a,t))

is analytic.

For the proof use Cauchy integral formula.

Theorem. The mappings
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x, yGfi—>x°yGfi,

(B)

x E fi -» x"1 G Q

are LF-analytic.
In the proof of (A) it is enough to show that:

(3)

x G fi -> x o y e fi is LF-analytic (Vy G fi).

(4)

y G fi -» x o y e fi is LF-analytic (Vx G fi).

Let x(a, t) be analytic in £>r(a0) X (|í| < s) with values in C (consider
Remark 1), and y(r) analytic in \t\ < s' valued in \t\ < s. x(a,y(t)) is analytic
in Dr(a0) X(\t\ < s'). By Remark 2 x(a) ° y is analytic.
Let x(t) be analytic in |/| < s with values in C" and y(a, /) analytic in
Dr(a0) X(\t\ < s') with values in |/| < s (consider Remark 1). x(y(a,t)) is
analytic in Dr(a0) X (\t\ < s'). Again by Remark 2, x ° y(a) is analytic.
An easy generalization of Hartog's theorem [P2] shows that (3) and (4) imply

(A).
Let us prove that x G fi -» x
Gfiis LF-analytic.
Let x(a,t) be analytic in a neighbourhood of (a0,0) G C X C", x(a,0) = 0

and det/(x(a0,0))

¥= 0 (see Remark 1).

By the implicit function theorem there exists g(a,t) analytic in Dr(a0)
x(\t\ < s) such that g(a,x(a, t)) = t. Then by Remark 2, g(a) is analytic and
g (a) o x(a) = e, i.e. (x(a))

is analytic.

A theorem of J. S. Silva [S,] gives us the continuity of LF-analytic mappings
defined in an open set of a Silva space [S, ]. The product of Silva spaces is a
Silva space (use [S2, Theorem 1, p. 399]),
(x,y) GfiXfi^xoyGfi,
x E fi -> x"1 G fi

are continuous.
Corollary,

fi is a topological group.

(IV) Differential equation of the law of composition of fi. Let <f>(x,y)= x ° y.
The associative property gives cj>(<f>(x,y),z)
= <¡>(x,<¡>(y,z)),
Vx, y, z E fi.
Differentiating both sides with respect to z at the point z = e and with
increment h we have [P2]:
<¡>'z(<b(x,y),e)h= <b'2(x,y)<b'z(y,e)h,

L(y)h = <¡>'z(y,e)h= {(d/da)y ° (e + ah)}a=0

(5) -({Ä.-**-»}J-({i(5L^}J
-(¿»-'M*.
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From (5) we deduce the following differential equation for the law of
composition of ß:

(6)

9'y(x,y)h = J(9)J(y)~Xh,

tfx,e) = *.

To determine the Lie algebra of the Lie group ß we shall compute

\h,k\ = L'(e)kh- L'(e)hk
= {(d/da)J(e + ak)h}a=0 - {(d/da)J(e + ah)k}a=0

= J(k)h - J(h)k.
Bound of the right side of (6).
Let ||* - e\\s < r < 1. Then | \J(x)(i)\~X |< 1/(1 - r) when \t\<s.

(J(x)(t)yl =(I-

J(e - x)(i)YX = 2 (He - x)(t))n,
n>0

for

2 \J(e - x)(t)\" < 2 r" = -¡-i— when |r| < s.

n>0

«>0

l - r

Inequalities (1) and (2) imply that

\\J(9)J(y)~lhl < j^j,\J(9)J(y)-lh\s < -4-II^^^H,;
then

\\J(9)J(yrlh\\s < n^j^Whl,
i.e.
(7)

\\L(9)L(y)-lh\\s,<cs\\h\\s/(s-s')

(c independent

from s, s') if ||<i>- e\\s < r, \\y - e\\s < r, h G Xs, s' < s.

(7) is the appropriate inequality in order to construct a local Lie group in a
Banach scale, from an infinitesimal transformation L(y)h [Pj.
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